The Statement of Significant Changes to Charges sets out any significant changes in charging policy for 2017-18 and whether it expects any end customers' bill or any eligible premises' wholesale bill to increase by more than 5% from the previous year. Our Charges Schemes, published separately set out our full charging policies.

**Analysis of Bill changes**

Wessex Water does not expect any bill increase of more than 5% from the previous year where the customer’s use, or the eligible premises’ wholesale use of our services remains constant. To assure itself of this, the company has assessed bill changes across the entire range of the company's tariffs and across all ranges of consumption or rateable value.

**Significant Changes in Charging Policy**

Wessex Water has not made any significant changes to charging policy other than those stated in the document *Notification of expected changes to 2017-18 wholesale access charge structures* published in June 2016.

**Significant Changes to Charges**

No significant changes to charges have been made since those stated in the document *Notification of 2017-18 indicative wholesale access charges* published in October 2016. Charges have reduced very slightly due to the movement of RPI from the planning assumption of 2.27% to the value published by the ONS of 2.19% on 13 December 2016.
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